
Bio:
Anna Lundberg is the founder of One

Step Outside, where she helps

experienced professionals around the

world design a career, a business and a

lifestyle that brings them more

freedom, flexibility and fulfilment -

outside of the conventional 9 to 5.

Ex-Oxford, ex-P&G, today she combines

her 10+ years of experience in global

branding and digital marketing roles

with her training in coaching and

positive psychology techniques to help

people reimagine the next phase of

their career.

Anna offers a blend of life coaching and

business mentoring on a one-on-one

basis and in a group setting.

She is the host of the Reimagining

Success podcast and author of Leaving

the Corporate 9 to 5: Stories from

people whoʼve done it (and how you

can too!), and has had articles featured

in publications including Business

Insider, Inc., and Thrive.

Defining what 'success' looks like for you and

what really matters in your life and career

Designing a profitable business that gives you

the life and lifestyle you're after

Proactively building your personal brand and

stepping up as a true leader in your industry

Developing a viable business plan and the steps

you need to bring it to life online

Diversifying your income streams with a side

hustle alongside your full-time job

Improving your work-life balance as you juggle

a challenging career with a young family

Why is it important that we redefine what

'success' means to us? What's the first step?

What is 'ikigai' and how can we find it?

How can we make time to focus on what matters?

How can we boost our credibility and authority to

reach that next level of success?

How can we stop feeling like an imposter, and

stop comparing ourselves to other people?

How do we develop the resilience to persist even

in the face of failure?

How can we achieve better work-life integration?
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